
The cloud is here and mandated in DoD Policy and in Executive Orders. 
Do these requirements create a significant challenge for your organization? 
Implementing these directives while navigating the regulatory path and 
identifying qualified partners while achieving value is difficult. Let AIS lead the 
way to secure, successful cloud adoption.

DOD CLOUD ADOPTION FRAMEWORK



AIS solves these challenges with proven success moving DoD customers IMPACT Level 2, 4, 5, and (soon) 6 
workloads quickly and thoroughly with the AIS DoD Cloud Adoption Framework. AIS provides your organization 
regulatory compliance, Cloud operational efficiencies and cost savings. AIS’ 5 step DoD Cloud Adoption Framework 
and lessons learned from successful commercial and DoD secure cloud migrations provides your organization 
compliant and expedited cloud migration options.

Using this framework, AIS developed best practices for your Cloud adoption. Your journey begins with compliance. 
This focus becomes the security umbrella for the deployment. The envisioning process defines the vision, plan and 
identifies workloads for Cloud transition. Onboarding creates the foundation for Cloud deployment around software 
defined architectures, governance and repeatable automated processes. Deploying Cloud solutions to production 
drives business value and helps achieve your objectives. Sustainment is that constant process improvement, 
monitoring and illuminates other opportunities for Cloud adoption and automation.

AIS DoD Cloud Adoption Framework
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Compliance Envisioning Onboarding Deployment Sustainment

Solid frameworks are structures or approaches that inform and expand upon how a system is built. The foundation 
we build upon is compliance.

• Don’t Stop at Lift and Shift: 
AIS can take your existing lift and shift cloud efforts and transform them into PaaS and SaaS options for 
advantageous use of new Cloud technologies.

• AIS Cloud DoD ready Blueprints: 
Ensure your compliance with DoD STIGS and L2, L4 and L5 baselines from the start.

• AIS Templated DoD Business Cases: 
Ensures you meet all requirements for DoD’s internal governance processes and quickly gain ATO approval 
to move to the cloud.

• AIS Automation Capabilities: 
Reduces your costs and speeds your migration of your systems into the cloud.

• Sustainment Operations:  
AIS manages your Cloud investment, leveraging new Cloud services increase efficiencies. Your continued 
success is our passion.

Framework Benefits 


